WPNS Working Group. “DEVELOPMENT” - MEETING MINUTES.

MEETING DATE. 18 November 2020; 17h

Analyses of Survey Outcomes

- The WG is happy about the good response rate and the useful feedback received from the teams
- Areas that stick out and were elaborated more on:
  - Online resources:
    - Open webinars with changing topics on a regular basis
    - Evaluation of upcoming online development camp and see which sessions work well and provide good information or what additional topics would have been interesting
  - Training camps/development camps
    - Promote training camps that are open to nations in the same region
    - Funding opportunity: AGITOS Grant Support Programme – up to 5 nations can receive up to 40,000 EUR with one application
  - Organisation of lower level events for development
    - Great entrance to the sport to gain first competition experience
    - Can be combined with training camps.
  - Rollerski:
    - Regarded as good development opportunity
    - For competitions: concerns about fairness and finding suitable tracks
    - Idea of setting up a sup group focusing on roller skiing only
  - Classification
    - Ensure a good system on low-level races and World Cup
  - Rookie Races
    - Make criteria clearer in absence of enough low-level races opportunities

Next meeting to take place in December